
COTEHELE via NEWTON and COTEHELE WOODS 

According to my records it is almost two years to the day since I last did this walk through the 

hamlets of Newhouses and Newton, but it is possible that this particular walk was one I missed due 

to a holiday, whatever the reason I was greatly looking forward to aiding Rosy today after missing 

last week’s walk due to my latest holiday. 

Along the path towards Cotehele weir I spotted several well-

used runs in the banks on our right where, when we are 

tucked up in our beds, creatures of the night follow each 

other down the well-used slopes to reach the path we were 

walking on and then maybe continuing down to the water to 

drink. Today it was Tiffy who was running up and down from 

one side of the path to the other having a great time and 

getting wetter and wetter each time she returned from the 

stream. Passing the weir today we just kept going as it was 

too early for a break; on we travelled past the turning to the 

mill and all the way to the end where we reached a small 

settlement known as Newhouses with its cluster of 

attractive stone cottages. A narrow lane opposite beckoned 

but after passing a couple of garages we missed the stile we 

were supposed to cross and from then on nothing went 

quite according to plan! We did eventually reach Newton 

but not quite the way Maggie had expected us to as we 

followed the steep footpath up through Comfort Wood and 

not alongside it as I remembered.  

Right across the Tamar Valley autumn is underway and to 
my un-trained eye, 2018 looks like being a bumper year 
with branches weighted down with nature’s bounty. Hips, 
haws, nuts, berries and seeds rely upon a variety of 

different dispersal methods and birds, mammals, wind and even water all have a part to play in this 
annual event. Even Maggie’s apple trees have had an exceptional crop this year and she brought 
bucket loads along to each walk to share amongst us before heading off abroad herself. It was Liz 
who put all this into context when she explained that due to this year’s drought, most trees are 
under stress as they believe they are about to die, so what do they do? They produce a bountiful 
crop so if the mammals and birds can’t consume or disperse all the fruit, it allows some to germinate 
and become new trees. A prolonged drought may reduce the vigour of a 
tree but, it is possible to overcome this stress and resume normal growth if 

heavy rain follows a dry spell as it was set to do later.  

Leaving the small woodland behind, we scaled a stile to find we were faced 

with a field of stubble but at the far side we reached the hamlet of 

Metherell and while most paused for a refreshment break, Liz got out her 

trusty O.S map so Rosy and I could consider our options because we should 

never have been here, some help I was turning out to be! 



Metherell is another charming Cornish hamlet consisting of yet more stone cottages with the 

Carpenter’s Arms pub sitting at its heart while a healthy-looking Wisteria marches across its façade. 

Later, when a path came into view with a rusty kissing 

gate at either end, some of 

the walkers recognised where 

we were and convinced us 

this was the way to Norris 

Green and then on to Newton 

Farm and sure enough that’s 

exactly what happened. 

I was so relieved when we 

finally reached the lane we 

had driven down earlier and 

were exactly where we should 

be, climbing over the stile opposite towards the Cotehele estate but first 

there was a matter of two fields to descend. I had expected the kissing gate 

where cattle like to gather 

to be rather muddy, but 

even that was not too bad on this occasion. By the 

time the Prospect Tower appeared over to our right, 

the weather began to close 

in but again luck was on our 

side and the forecasted 

deluge didn’t arrive until we 

were back at home.  

Fortunately we didn’t have 

too far to go from here as 

another kissing gate led us 

onto the Lady Walk through Cotehele Wood which was a pleasantly wide 

path and everybody could relax a bit. Acorns, chestnuts and oak galls littered 

the ground along here, all blown from the trees by the recent gusts but we 

found it remarkably sheltered and it wasn’t cold at all. Soon a narrower, 

uneven track appeared on the left which most of us recognised as we have walked here in the past, 

this eventually led  to a wider downhill path which passed the Lookout and the Chapel and back to 

the quayside where a quick glance at my watch told me it was exactly 12.30pm…perfect timing! 



 

 


